
"Based in North West London, singer-songwriter Merunisa has already made

some significant leaps in her career at 22 years old. 

The artist's vocals were first picked up at the tender age of 3 and, by the age of 7,

the young singer had already begun to develop songwriting skills. By age 17,

Merunisa had put together her first unmixed, unofficial EP with the help of some

friends, all recorded on a camera microphone. It was at this point that Merunisa

knew she wanted to pursue music as a full-time career.

Before recording her first song, this artist could be found wowing crowds at

venues such as 93 Fleet Street, Troy Bar and other open mic hot spots. 

In September 2019, the artist released her touching single 'Broken & Bruised',

which tells the tale of the brutal aftermath of a relationship laid out in a

melancholy studio session. 

This debut struck a chord with many, and landed Merunisa various interviews

and airplay across the globe. 

Her momentum only grew over time, as shortly after she released ‘Control’, a

track that is amplified by Merunisa’s exquisite cosmic vocals along with a familiar

analog kick drum. This single was an experience that can only be described as a

return of Y2K R&B goodness with a dash of Summer Walker-esque vocal prowess. 

Entering 2021, Merunisa returned with ‘Belong to the World’ in February

featuring punching lyrics that leave listeners wide-eyed, absorbing every drop of

emotion that Merunisa’s melodies cry to them.

With the release of ‘No Longer’, this dynamic artist has continued to flourish and

explore new sonic avenues, paving the way for a new EP later this year..."

MERUNISA
 

PRESS QUOTES

"Her uniquely crafted

delivery and style is

slotting in perfectly with

all the right crowds..."

ALTERNATIVE FRUIT

"An eclectic blend of soul

and alternative R&B..." 

THE OTHER ZINE

"Merunisa leaves listeners

wide-eyed, absorbing

every drop of emotion..." 

WOMAN TO WOMAN


